
Hybrid Joey Scout Challenge Award Guide

Milestone 3 
Milestone 3 requires: 

 16 participates (4 from each Challenge Area)
 4 Assists (from at least two different Challenge Areas)
 4 Leads (from any Challenge Areas)

Outdoor Adventure Activities 

 A camp (To be under canvas of at least 1 night duration, not a sleepover in a hall. Kangaree
cannot be used for this activity)

 Five Outdoor Adventure Activities (e.g., hiking, fishing, cycling, paddling, skiing, swimming)
*Running your usual program in park shouldn’t count as an Outdoor Adventure Activity.

A Community Service activity 

 Think of a way you can help another person in your community/area where you live and discuss
this with your parents and Joey Scout Leader.

 Do your best to complete the activity you have chosen.
 Take photos of the activity to share with your Unit.
 Talk about who you helped and what you did at your Unit meeting.

An Adventurous Journey 

An Adventurous Journey for Joey Scouts should present a real adventure – something new and exciting 
that helps set the scene for the experiences to come in the program. Joey Scouts will go on their 
Adventurous Journey with other capable Scouts (especially Joey Scout or Cub Scouts), adult leaders, and 
if they like, parents or guardians. The requirements for the Adventurous Journey are detailed in the Joey 
Scout Youth Member Guide. In general, the following apply as requirements: 

 The Journey could take one of many different forms, it doesn’t necessarily need to be a hike.
 The Journey itself should take at least 3 hours (not including travel to and from the start and end

points).
 It should help the Scout connect with nature and the outdoors.
 The party size will be informed by the risk assessment.

The Joey Scout will be involved in participating and reflecting on the Journey. Whilst any Joey Scout 
working on Milestone 3 may use the Adventurous Journey towards their Peak Award, it is preferred that 
the Joey Scouts are involved in the planning and reviewing of the Journey. 

A Personal Reflection 
The Personal Reflection will be the last step of the peak award and should occur with an adult leader 
and at least one peer. You can find some guidelines on how to facilitate the Reflection in the Joey Scout 
Youth Member Guide. The Reflection isn’t about deciding whether the Joey Scout does or doesn’t receive 
their award; this is about helping them to reflect on everything they’ve learned along the way and to 
celebrate their own achievement! 

A link to the new application form can be found below. 
https://scoutsvictoria.com.au/media/5113/joeys-peak-award-hybrid-v11-18-dec-2020.pdf 
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